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About This Game

Bringing classic arcade games such as Boulder Dash and Dig Dug into the 21st century, Quarries Of Scred is an unapologetically
brutal, retro-inspired arcade game designed to see just how far you’ll go to risk your bounty.

You are Bob, who is a bad man. For reasons unknown, Bob must work the quarry to pay off his debts. Collect dirt, diamonds
and other valuables but avoid causing the rocks to fall on to your head or to block the path back up. You’ll question your sanity

as you dive deeper into the quarry, hoping to return with a larger reward and praying you will not be killed at the hands of a
falling rock or the creatures dwelling within. Die, as you surely will, and a new quarry is generated, with a new trove of treasures

and dangers.

Features

A Procedural death trap is a happy death trap:
A new and unique quarry awaits you every time.

Daily Quarry:
Each day a new standardised quarry will open up. Compete against fellow gamers to be Top Bob.

Authentically Retro:
Harking back to the early 80’s, play in EGA, CGA or Monogreen graphics styles as well as multiple sprite set variations from

contributing guest artists.
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Multiple Game Modes:
See how much you can earn before you die in Normal, Darkness, Blink and 60 & 120 Second Challenge modes.

Sweet gear:
Why pay off your debt when you can spend all your new riches on lasers and gravity inverters.
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Title: Quarries of Scred
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hammerspace Games
Publisher:
Surprise Attack
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015
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***WARNING: LONG AND IN-DEPTH REVIEW***
Only read if you want to know about the game in depth, I touch on all it offers.

It's alright for a mobile port probably one of the better ones we've seen on steam. It is a very simple game to play.
Play it with 1 hand and 1 finger no keyboard required just a mouse.
Has a little rpg-strategy with pause element to it, also has a little tower defense upgrading element to it.
Let me see if I can clarify my points a little better.

When you start a mission you get a set amount of resources to begin with, with these resources you can buy your turrets and if
you desire upgrades to the few you bought. As combat phase progresses you'll earn more resources and can use it to upgrade
current turrets on the fly or add more turrets if you have empty ports to add to. Also this resource can be used to activate your
defensive skills (these are unlocked as the game progresses) it all feels like a tower defense game in that regard. There is waves
of enemies that spawn, but very very thin pause in between each wave, so thin its hardly noticeable. Probably to keep combat
more fluid and engaging. Also a bit like a TD game. You can however upgrade your ship permanently to increase the amount of
resources you start with each mission.
Somewhat like an rpg game as each upgrade is counted as a level each per module. (I'll touch on this further in review)

The strategy bit falls into where you place your turrets on your ship. I've tried a couple different setups, some turret placements
can be more or less effective depending where you have placed these turrets on your hull. I'll use starter ship as an example,
starter ship before you unlock the ability to further improve your ship, starts with 3 turret ports. I have found with turrets
unlocked by 3rd mission placing rocket on the front and two gun turrets 1 of each on left and right worked better than placing rl
on left wing and gun turret front and right. I'm sure you can see where I'm going with this? The enemy will be attacking you
from 360 degree angle so placement is very important. Remember you are flying a battleship it is not as agile as a fighter so
speed and turning is much slower. So proper turret placement is deeply important.

The rpg side is mainly consisting of the permanent upgrading system. This is where things are more complex to clarify.
The only money you get to keep are from mission rewards, meaning no point hoarding resources you collect while in combat
phase. (so spend it with out fear but spend it wisely) Each mission reward amount is based on how much damage you take
during each combat phase. Don't worry it is decently forgiving.

The permanent upgrades are pretty vast, so don't be surprised if you find yourself in a moderate grind farming mission rewards
to upgrade your ship. You can upgrade your hull to allow you to install more turrets. The turret variety unlock as you progress.
There is 6 different turrets if you are curious. All designed to counter specific enemies (yep like a TD game lol)
Upgrade for durability this is your health gauge.
Upgrade your resistance to the games 2 damage types physical and optical.
Upgrade speed of your ship
Upgrade starting resources
upgrading the hull as I mentioned before.
(not sure what the caps for levels are i have starting resources at level 11 so far hull just level 5 with 7 turret ports)
That covers the ships upgrading you also have upgrade system for weapons and skills.
You can upgrade the potency of the weapons adding more damage and extra bonus like chance for instant kill, chance to slow
targets. Just some brief examples.
I haven't unlocked the skill upgrading system, but I've been playing games like this long enough. i'd bet its for duration and
damage as that seems the logical route.
The defensive skills are:
AoE explosion wipes entire screen of enemies, does moderate damage to and interrupts bosses healing abilities.
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next would be the shield placed around your ship giving you few secs of invulnerability.
finally have the nitro as I'll call it to boost your ships speed 2 fold. Your ship is constantly moving it never stops.
Also 3 more that i havn't unlocked as of yet.

There is a text story to follow if you are looking for that info aswell. Personally, i haven't been following it much other than
about some strange creatures or something like that. 3 chapters each 10 missions long and 1 extra chapter also 10 missions long,
plus when all said and done survival mode we all by now know what that means lol

Bottom line I'd give it a 7\/10 it's not perfect, but so far I've got enjoyment from it and sure, if you like the points i touched on
and the genre of game I'm sure you'd enjoy it aswell. It will sink some time for you.

If any other info you'd like to know, just drop me a line in the review comments.
If i got the answer you seek, I'd be happy to help.
I'm not going to answer technical support questions though, just game related.. Overdosed is a very fast paced game with a
unique theme that helps to make it even more entertaining. It's got two game modes that you can sink a lot of time into
perfecting, and the price is on-point. Lots of entertainment for only $7! See my full review here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yN6ZwlraI1U. First one gud but this one just prope gay. Comfortable constructive game,
really not hard to play,
For each problem is a clear sollution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZRPFn_yCPI. This game is a fun 2d airplain shooter with well balanced weapons a 8.5..
Decent casual game. Flying around is easy and the puzzles are fun to solve. There's not a whole lot of challenge to it though.
Most puzzles are solved by searching for the right parts and configuring them correctly, rather than challenging your piolting
finesse or spatial skills.. The description says that this is for wasting 5-10 minutes.
That description is VERY accurate. I have now had my 5-10 minutes wasted and I want them back please.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/m-5krjpyxP0. 11 years later and this game is still fun to play

This game ages very well. the original was amazing, and this is even better.. Can someone tell me how to win at the take over
mode? I have 4 other companies to take over. I am dominating one company by saturating every product he is selling with better
product quality, advertising and price. Some how this company is still gaining +1% every year with company growth and about
5% profit.

Please explain what I am missing to force them to sell their shares so I can take over.

Thanks
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The game is excellent. Fans of strategies are required to pass.The sound is excellent.the gameplay is quite simple but interesting.
Update:
-------------------

I have noticed this game's price has been increased from $4.99 to $9.99, I'm not sure when this happened or why but because of
this, I'd only recommend it if it's on sale. He has added new things to the game but not enough to justify increasing the price.
My original review is below. My references to the price have been removed (I believe), however.

-------------------

If you've played any endless cavern concept like Lufia 2's endless cave, or the game Azure Dreams, you might find this game
enjoyable.

For anyone new to this concept, the idea is simple. You enter a cave that's 100 floors deep, you can't go back up, you can only
go down and your only way out is an escape item you will find fairly early on. Some items you find, you can keep when you
leave, others you lose. The cave will get progressively harder as you run out of ways to stay alive, and eventually you find
yourself in a risk vs. reward scenerio. Keep going, or be happy with what you've got? If you die, you lose everything from the
run.

I personally always liked the idea and had fun with it so when I saw a game that was obviously based on the idea, I didn't hesitate
to pick it up, especially for the whole whopping $4.99 that he's asking for. So, the question is, do I like it?

Yes, over all I do enjoy the game and would recommend it but be advised, this game is heavily automated. There's tons of loot
and a fairly big (albeit simple) talent tree for you to fill out but combat will consist of you repeatedly and automatically
attacking any enemy you walk up to. You could use the various elemental strikes you learn but I just kept my mana/MP for
Healing and I was deep in the cave by the time I got any of those offensive abilities and wanted my Heal alot more than I wanted
a small damage boost. You can also burn alot of mana enchanting gear and items you might want to keep when you leave.

If you find any item that's white, you lose it upon leaving the cave. If you find any item that's yellow, you keep it. You learn a
spell that lets you turn items to yellows if you choose, so that's a good way to burn tons of your mana/MP.

As I said, the game is very simplistic, very click friendly and very automated. I think I saw that this game is or was planned for
mobile devices, so if it was, I understand why he made it the way that he did, to keep it simple for those types of platforms.

I just wish it had a bit more involvement. Some input during combat, and in Azure Dreams, any action you take .. be it taking a
step, attacking an enemy, or using an item lets every other enemy around you take one step or action too. So it made you
consider your moves and decisions like a chess game when you were low on HP but not ready to give up yet. This game could
have benefitted alot from that. The enemies are totally stationary and only fight you one on one.

Overall the game is a great little time killer when your attention span is low and you want something just simple to do. I found
myself playing it mostly inbetween conversations with friends via instant messages, or other activities that I had to tab back to.
This game is a perfect little filler activity.

Oh, and the little storyline it has is also very simple but it suits the concept and explains it very well, and gives you an end goal
that I personally felt motivated to do. So I'd say the idea he has behind it is fairly solid, just not very deep. But do you really
expect it to be?. Fun, addictive gameplay with a colorful cast of characters. It's a bit hard at first, but it gets better once you
familiarize yourself with the maps. I'm still figuring things out as there's little explanation to certain things (like how do I get an
item on top of a vending machine?). Even so, it's an enjoyable game.. A fun casual point-and-click adventure, with innovative
3D "silhouette matching" puzzles, and just a handful of hidden-object scenes.

While I enjoyed it, I must say the story and voice acting are quite awful, even for the low standards of this genre. The attempts
at jump scares and a spooky mood are quite pathetic. And don't expect to be engaged with the story or "characters." Ugh.

There's an achievement for finding all the pieces of popcorn. However, they are pretty much impossible to see. You'll need a
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walkthrough for those. Also, there's a bonus level at the end that's ridiculously hard. Just something fun for the masochists. :)

I'd also like to thank the developers for supporting Linux!. i love this game very much it is a work of art and i want to share it
with as many people as possible
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